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Freshman falls three floors from dorm room Record
RAs were knocking
numbers
on door; suspected
alcohol
attend UM
Kellyn Brown

Montana Kaimin

A University of Montana
student fell out of her thirdfloor Duniway Hall dorm room
window early Saturday and is
now recovering in a Seattle
hospital.
“It appears from witnesses’
statements that she was try
ing to lower herself out the
window, and she either slipped

or let go,” said Jim Lemcke,
assistant director of Public
Safety.
Kate Browne, a freshman
majoring in general studies,
suffered a broken pelvis and
wrist on impact, according to
her roommate, Dahlia Turner.
Turner, a freshman major
ing in general studies, added
that Browne also underwent
surgery to repair a ruptured
spleen and liver.
“The reason she was going
out the window is unknown,”
Lemcke said. “But RAs were

knocking on her door to investi
gate on suspicion people in the
room were consuming alcohol
that were underage. The people
in the room would not let the
RAs in. She may have been try
ing to avoid being identified.”
Public Safety officers
arrived on the scene at about
1:15 a.m. Browne was intoxi
cated at the time of the inci
dent, according to police
records. Lemcke said alcohol
was present in the dorm room,
but no citations were issued,
and the case is under investi-

gation.
Browne denied having fallen
from the window, Lemcke said,
but several witnesses identified
her, and she was soon trans
ferred to St. Patrick Hospital.
“This was definitely lifethreatening,” Lemcke said.
Browne will remain in
Seattle for a few weeks to
recover, Turner said.
Two men who were in
Browne’s room at the time of
the incident have not been
cited at this time, Lemcke
said.

N ic k W olcott/ M o n ta n a K a im in

Laulette LeDeux Hansen speaks to a crowd Saturday afternoon in front o f the Higgins Street X's. She has a daughter in the military and doesn't want her to die
in an attack against Iraq.

More than 300 gather for peace rally
Missoula police
say protesters
were peaceful
Ramey Corn
Montana Kaimin

The voices of more than 300
Missoulians echoed down
Higgins Avenue on Saturday.
Led by members of
Community Action for Justice
in the Americas (CAJA), the

crowd of protesters carried
bright signs with anti-war slo
gans, shouted chants like,
“One, two, three, four, we don’t
want any war,” and, “Ain’t no
thing like the power of the
people cause the power of the
people don’t stop.”
“This is a great day,” said
Scott Nicholson, a member of
CAJA. “Missoula showed our
opposition to the wars in
Colombia and Iraq. I hope that

our elected officials listen close
to the message that the people
in Missoula put out today.”
The rally was part of a
national week of action called,
“Shame in Our Name,” which
is a worldwide movement
encouraging communities to
protest violence around the
world. Local organizers said
they sought to bring special
attention to U.S.-supported
police action in Colombia and

the possibility of war with
Iraq.
Missoula police said that
the event was peaceful, and
there were no incidents or
problems between protesters
and police.
The rally kicked off down
town at the X’s with Gary
Hughes, a member of CAJA,
drawing the crowd in with a
game show, the “Spoils of War
Se e R A L L Y , Page 12

Enrollment hits
more than 13,000
this semester
Chris Rodkey
Montana Kaimin

More students are going
to UM this fall than ever
before in the history of the
109-year-old campus.
13,058 students are regis
tered for classes this fall,
390 more than last year.
This is the largest increase
of students for at least a
decade, said UM Registrar
Phil Bain.
U niversity President
George Dennison said he
doesn’t think the University
can currently handle any
more students.
“We are beginning to
reach a point where we
don’t have adequate class
room space or faculty,” he
said. In order to raise
enrollment in the future,
the University would need
to look at extending the
school day to better make
use of the facilities on cam
pus.
Dennison said he attrib
utes the higher numbers to
an emphasis on making
school a good value for stu
dents.
“I think we’ve paid atten
tion over the last couple
years to the insistence on
the part of the enrolled stu
dents that if they’re going
to pay tuition that we’ve
got to make certain to
deliver what they w ant,” he
said.
Jed Liston, associate
director of A dm issions and
New Student Services,
said the growth in enroll
m ent is due to the
U niversity trying to reach
out to prospective students
in new er w ays, including
e-m ail.
UM has also added
both an in tern ation al s tu 
dent recruiter and a
m in orities recruiter,
L iston said.
According to a UM
Se e E N R O L L M E N T , Page 15
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O pinion
Editorial

Corporate contracts go deeper
than what we're drinking
When the news came that UM had signed a seven-year,
$4 million contract to exclusively market Coke products,
reactions were strong. Coke drinkers were ecstatic; Pepsi
drinkers were pissed.
It seems that everyone, suffering either from Pepsi with
drawal or Coke-induced peppiness, missed the point.
Corporations like Coke do not come banging on UM’s door
because their managers he awake at night fretting that
someone is thirsty. They are not in the business of buying
rights to college campuses because they care about our edu
cation or want to contribute to our community.
They’re in it for the cash, and that’s it. If Pepsi had
offered a bit more, Coke would not have looked back on its
way out of town. It would have just come back whenever the
Pepsi contract was about to expire.
While everyone is busy fuming or celebrating over our
new relationship with Coke, they are missing the point that
little by little, piece by piece, our environment and our alle
giance are being sold to the highest bidder. Where will it
stop? No one knows yet, but it’s not going to stop with our
Coke contract. If McDonald’s offered the right amount, why
shouldn’t Dining Services give them first dibs on all our
burger sales?
This same thing is happening across the world. At McGill
University in Quebec, the college bookstore has been handed
over to the Chapters bookstore chain. How close to home
does the selling have to hit before we start to feel violated?
Our beverages may be one thing, but what’s next in line?
Our campus is a community, not a battleground for corpo
rate dollars. We are students, staff and faculty, not con
sumers waiting for our next buying impulse to hit. Our
space and our allegiance shouldn’t be sold to the highest bid
der.
We don’t want to be blind idealists who ignore that UM,
and Montana as a whole, is in a financial bind. It’s a tough
call to make when we face tuition raises and program cuts,
and corporations can offer us a short-term fix. We could defi
nitely use the money; no one’s going to argue that.
But what would we do to get that money?
In a piece about the commercialization of education,
author Mark Raynor offered the anecdote of something
George Bernard Shaw was reported to have asked a
socialite. “Would you sleep with me for a million pounds?” he
asked her.
“Certainly,” she replied with a smile.
“Would you sleep with me for ten pounds?” Shaw then
asked.
“Certainly not!” she replied indignantly. “What do you
think I am?”
“We’ve already established that,” Shaw said. “Now we’re
just haggling over price.”
If we think there is a line that shouldn’t be crossed in the
corporate quest for our dollars, it should be drawn here,
before we’re in too deep to ever get out.
—Jessie Childress

Courtney’s Corner

Glimpse of real world is scary, exciting
We then decided that yes, graduating from
college was indeed harder than death. I went to
the conference hoping to find a ray of light at the
end of the tunnel, and I got exactly what Fd
hoped for.
JAWS has been functioning for 18 years.
It all started with the ques
Basically, it’s a chance for women in a traditionally
tion: “Conference bag? What
male profession to get together to inform, inspire
the hell is a conference bag?”
and support each other. But it’s much more than
I had no idea what a con
this small definition. I got a stack of business cards
ference bag was and suddenly,
and shook incredibly important hands and made
Courtney Lowery I was struck with the fear that
I couldn’t function in the adult “contacts” and was even caught telling Trinity that
world. We were going to our first “conference” with the conference was more exciting than being in a
room with 158 hot guys who would be prospective
out what my colleague (I’ll call her that now that
I’m faking to be adult) Trinity said her mother used husbands. I realized that there’s no way to function
in the real world unless you dive right in, business
to take to conferences.
“You know, in case you need somewhere to put
card in hand, and be confident, mature (even if
you’re just acting), and listening.
all the papers they give you.”
But this was not just another conference. This
All of this was valuable, indeed, but more impor
was the Journalism and Women Symposium, or
tantly, I got the chance to see myself in 20 years,
“JAWS.”
and I’m happy to say, the world (at least the world
I didn’t think there could be anything scarier
ofjournalism) is full of inspired, intelligent, happy
than 158 opinionated, intelligent, successful
and beautiful women.
women in one small Montana
____________
There is something beyond col
town until I realized that I was
lege, and it’s much, much better
I realized that
one of the few college students at
than what everyone calls the “best
there’s no w ay
the conference, and probably the
years of your life.”
to function in the
only one who didn’t own a confer
Friday night, we sat with a
real world unless
ence bag.
CNN producer who has been with
you
dive
right
in.
Similarly, I didn’t own a gar
the network right after its birth
ment bag for my nice clothes, and
and has covered stories in Rome,
Fd never hung clothes up in my back seat, so all I
the Middle East, Chechnya and Somalia, just to
had for the three days were nice, but rumpled
name a few. Next to her, sat a photojoumalist from
attire that had been stuffed into one of my duffel
Southam News who has covered wars in North
bags. See, these are the little things no one tells
Korea. I listened as the two of them traded stories
you before you’re bom into the “real world.”
of living in mud huts and having to wear burkas.
Many of you students out there are in the
The subject turned to hotels, and I shared a story
process of filling out your graduation applications.
about a horrible hotel room I stayed in Maryland.
In fact, between reading these) sentences, you’re
Later in the weekend, photojournalist Hilary
probably filling in the blank^on that little beige
MacKenzie, told of being kicked out of a hotel and
piece of paper and wondering the same thing I am:
put into jail because she could not “produce” her
Is there life after this application goes through?
husband, her brother or her son.
In speaking with my professor a few weeks ago
At one of the lunches, we listened to the founder
about what I would be doing after I graduate in
and director of Women for Women International
December, I told him that the gap between college
speak about her work with rape victims during
and the “real world” was possibly the hardest tran war. A native of Iraq, Zainab Salbi has seen 20
sition one has to make in a life time. From high
wars in her 33 years.
school to college, your choices were limited and
During the weekend, I realized life really is all
most likely, you knew what was ahead before grad about perspectives — and I have much to learn
uation came. You were throwing yourself into a
after my four years of college.
world not too much unlike the one you were living
I missed trying out for MTV’s Real World and
at the time.
going to a “pimp and ho” party over the weekend,
My professor piped in and mentioned I was
but I must say, I think the weekend was worth it.
probably wrong. There was death.
Maybe Fm growing up if Fm more excited about
“But you don’t have to make any choices in that
trying out for the real, real world than I am for
transition,” I said.
MTV.

Colum n by

Correction
A Sept. 27 article incorrectly defined streptococcus. Streptococcus is a bacterium. The Kaimin
regrets the error.
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Around the Oval
UM enrollment is the highest It has ever been. How do
you feel about the size of UM’s student population?

•Peter Lisi
freshman, pre-pharmacy

I think it s perfect. I have no complaints. It’s not too big
and it’s not too small.”

•Robin Dobbe
freshman, general studies

I think it s good. I definitely choose this school because it
wasn t too big, but it was big enough that I could meet
people. I wish it was a little bit bigger, but I think it’s a
good size, I like UM a lot.”

CHECK O U T TH E K A IM IN ON LIN E
www.kaimin.org
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Tetters to the editor

O w n up to your
mistakes, SAE
I was one of the many people on
the curb in front of the SAE house
during the Homecoming Parade
and would like to comment on
Brent Beckley’s letter in Friday’s
Kaimin.
The crowd was not “hysterical.”
The crowd witnessed many people
come close to being hit by a driver
who repeatedly refused to stop,
ignored everyone around him and
showed no concern whatsoever for
those people. We were angry, but we
were not “hysterical.”
Mr. Beckley states that “the prob
lem resulted solely from a lack of
communication between ourselves
and the crowd.”
The problem resulted from the
recklessness of the driver, SAE
members’ lack of concern over that
recklessness, and SAFE “taking the
law into their own hands.”
Mr. Beckley states “...in an
attempt to take proactive steps
toward diffusing the situation, we
felt that it was in the best interests
of all parties to remove the driver
from the scene.”
The sheer arrogance of that
statem ent is very disturbing to me.
Is it proactive to judge oneself high
er than the law and run from the
scene of a potential crime when the
police had already been called? And
in whose best interest was that
decision made? In mine, or my 11year-old daughter’s, or the four
preschoolers on the curb next to me

who were almost hit? NO. That deci
sion was ONLY in the best interest
of the fraternity and the driver, all
of whom wanted to escape the con
sequences of their recklessness.
If Mr. Beckley and the SAE com
munity truly want to apologize for
the Homecoming Parade situation, I
suggest that it’s long past time for
owning up to their full responsibili
ty in all that happened. I suggest
that blaming the “hysteria” of the
crowd is a smokescreen and that
justifying the driver’s fleeing of the
scene is shameful.
N ancy Cooper
F aculty member, D epartm ent o f
Music

Viri are different from
ba cte ria e
I have enjoyed reading the cur
rent issue of the Kaimin, and espe
cially welcomed the article headed
“Cold season hits UM”. I feel that
informing the public about medical
phenomena is always important.
Nevertheless^ being a Registered
Nurse I would like to point' criit some
false information in the article. It:
would be helpful if you could also
inform your readers about it in the
next issue. !
You quoted Mrs. Shimer saying
that the symptoms of nasopharyn
gitis are caused by a viral
pathogen. Later in the article, you
mentioned the bacterium strepto
coccus as the cause for “strep
throat”, and described it as an “air

borne virus”.
Nasopharyngitis, the common
cold, actually can be caused by both
viri and bacteriae! Streptococci are
the most commonly known bacteriae
to cause the described symptoms.
Then there is a large number of dif
ferent viri, such as DNA, RNA and
Reoviri, which also cause respirato
ry tract infections. Both types of
micro-organisms are airborne
pathogens.
It would have been helpful to dis
tinguish between these two types of
micro-organisms in the beginning of
the article. That way the general
public would have known that a
cold has several causative agents.
Additionally, to classify a bacterium
as a virus is som ething that should
be corrected as soon as possible.
D aniel Korda
M issoula

Kudos to the Kaimin
I truly enjoyed reading the article
on US-Chinese relations in the Sept.
27, 2002 Kaimin. It’s refreshing to
know that our university students
are tuning in to world issues and
developing a sense of political con
science. The world is big, and the
opportunities for growth and occu
pations are endless. Professor Ross’
lecture helped to broaden that
world. Of course, only those of us
who are familiar with Montana cul
ture realize that “Moose Drool” is
not something found in the wilder
ness!
My best to the new writer on
staff, Will Cleveland, and much con
tinued success to the Kaimin.
Donnalee Y. C leveland
Rochester, N Y

Heed the “G o ld e n
Rule”
Let’s talk about our track record.
We claim to be a peace-loving

nation, yet the United States has
bombed 18 countries since the end
of World War II. We profess to sup
port democracy, yet half a century of
U.S. violent intervention has result
ed in the creation of no democratic
governments respectful of human
rights and civil liberties. We say dic
tatorships are evil, yet Batista,
Pinochet, the Shah of Iran, Noriega,
Mobutu, Suharto and H ussein all
received U.S. support. We should
stand firmly behind the notion of a
strong international criminal court
responsible for prosecuting war
crimes. However, as an M-60
machine gunner with the 101st
Airborne during operations Desert
Shield and Desert Storm, my orders
were to “capture all females, kill all
males over the age of 13, and, in
free fire zones, kill everything that
move[d]” (combatants, non-combat
ants, men, women, children,
infants). The first makes the second
impossible. We depend upon govern
ment transparency, for it is required
in order to have a truly secure, dem
ocratic nation. The answer to every
question put to an adm inistration
should not be “I can’t answ er that
without compromising national
security.” We require a free press
if we are to make informed deci
sions regarding our support (or
withdrawal thereof) for military
actions taken in our name.
Starting w ith the U .S. invasion of
Grenada, and increasing w ith every
subsequent action, the press has
operated under tighter restrictions
on reporting and less access to the
battlefield and the troops. We can
stop war and end racism in our life
tim e. However, in order to achieve
th is we m ust adopt the attitude
that, to quote William Lloyd
Garrison, “the interests and rights
of American citizens are no dearer
to us than those of the whole
human race.” We are them . They
are us.
Colin A. H oltz
E nglish, post-baccalaureate

Letters and guest columns:
T he K aim in w ill run gu est colu m n s in "Cam pus Voices" on Fridays. P lease su b m it 600-word o p in io n p ieces to letters@ kaim in.org or drop them
o ff in the K aim in o ffice in Journalism 206 by W ednesday afternoons. C olu m n s m ay b e ed ited for clarity, brevity and length.
LETTERS POLICY: Letters sh o u ld be no more than 300 w ords, typ ed and d ou ble-spaced. Writers are lim ited to tw o letters per m onth. Letters
sh ou ld be m ailed, or preferably brought, to the K aim in office in room 206 o f the Journalism B u ild in g w ith a v a lid ID for verification. E-mail m ay
b e sent to letters@ kaim in.org. Letters m ust in clu d e signature (nam e in the case o f E-mail), v alid m a ilin g address, telep h o n e num ber and stu
dent's year and major, if applicable. A ll letters are subject to e d itin g for clarity and brevity.

NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE

EXperiehtial
im m m m m m a

INTRO TO HIP-HOP
Instructor: Christopher G om ey
Dates: Tuesday, O ctober 1 ,8 , 15, 22, 2 9
from 6:15-7:15 pm
Price: Students $ 28 ; Non-Students $ 3 0 .
Are you looking for some new dance
moves for the club? O r perhaps a fun
and invigorating w orkout? W h a te ve r
the reason, this class promises to be an
excellent introduction to this p op u la r
dance style. Professional dancer, Christopher
Gomey, w ill be teaching an upbeat class
that focuses on both old and new hip-hop
styles.

Instructor: Dr. M a rk Kelley
Dates: Thursday, O ctob e r 3, 10, from 7 -8:3 0 pm
Price: Students $19; Non-Students $21
Naturopathic medicine focuses on the diet as the root of all health
issues. In this class, Dr. M a rk Kelley, acupuncturist and naturopathic;
physician, w ill discuss alternative diets and introduce guidelines for
healthy eating, as well as home remedies for increasing the immune
system and reducing stress. If the Ramen and the all-nighters are
making you cranky and wan, naturopathy may be the path for youl

GUITAR PLAYERS WORKSHOP
Instructor: M r. Eric Keeling
Dates: Thursday, O ctob e r 3, 10, 17 24, 31 from 7:30-9pm
Price: Students $ 28 ; Non-Students $ 3 0
Students o f ALL levels are w elcom e to this seminar-style class.
General tools, such as theory, scales and rhythmic ideals, w ill be
covered and applied to different playing situations. Styles will range
from jazz to blues, or whatever the class decides upon. Bass
players are w elcom el You may have seen Eric Keeling strumming
at a local haunt-now come and join him in this fun and educational
workshop!

Sign up at Box O ffice/lnform ation Desk, chetk out our website at h ttp ://w w w u m t.e d u /u c /c o lle g e / o r call 243.4636

Get ready
GameDay Kaimin
October 18
Singles,
M en’s & Women's Leagues
Gam es begin as early as 6pm
Bring your own balls & equipment
Registration forms availabe at FRC front desk

Squash and Racquetball
R e gistratio n fo rm s due:

Wed. Oct9
Play begins week of Oct 14

Campus
tie c r e a tio n
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News

Salm on kill abated
on Klamath River
GRANTS PASS, Ore.(AP) The numbers of salmon
dying of disease in the lower
Klamath River seems to be
abating through a combination
of the staggering death toll
itself and cooler weather, biolo
gists said Monday.
Surveyors on Friday found
only one newly dead fish for
every 15 that had been dead for
some time, said Gary Stacey,
north coast fisheries program
manager for the California
Department of Fish and Game
in Redding, Calif.
“It looks like the kill has
abated significantly,” Stacey
said. “That’s the good news.”
The bad news is that the
extra water being released by
the federal government in hopes
of stemming the die-off was
promised for only two weeks,
Stacey said. When it drops, con
ditions that let the deadly dis
eases flourish will return and
the salmon that survive won’t
have enough water for good
spawning.
“Our concern is that by drop
ping the water back as they are
proposing to do, it will wind up
potentially killing more fish,”
Stacey said. “The flows the
bureau is proposing to go back
down to after two weeks ... are
inadequate for mainstem
spawning of chinook salmon.”
Over the past two weeks,
12,000 dead salmon have been
counted on the lower 40 miles
of the river that stretches 190
miles from Upper Klamath
Lake in Oregon to the Pacific
Ocean south of Crescent City,
Calif. Almost all are fall chi
nook, but about 100 are coho
salmon, a threatened species.
The total death toll could be
30,000, because no one can see
the carcasses lying at the bot

toms of deep pools and the
estuary at the river’s mouth,
said Dave Hillemeier, fisheries
biologist for the Yurok Tribe.
Environmental groups and
the Yurok Tribe, who depend on
Klamath River salmon for food,
have blamed the Bureau of
Reclamation for the fish kill,
saying its management plan
granting full irrigation deliver
ies to the 1,400 farmers of the
Klamath Reclamation Project
this year cut flows into the
Klamath River for fish.
Bureau of Reclamation
Commissioner John Keyes said
the cause is not clear yet, and
the agency is sending all the
information it can gather on
the fish kill to the National
Academy of Sciences for more
guidance on managing water
distribution in the Klamath
Basin.
“We’re trying to achieve bal
ance in that basin between the
demands of irrigation, the
demands of (federally protected)
sucker fish in (Upper Klamath
Lake), the demands of salmon
below and the requirements for
the tribe.”
The primary factor that has
changed between this year and
last, when drought and
Endangered Species Act
demands for fish cut off irriga
tion water to 1,400 Klamath
Basin farmers, is much less
water flowing into the Klamath
River, Stacey said.
In recent days, cooler
weather has helped the river
temperature drop from a high
of 72 degrees to 68 degrees,
Stacey said. The crowding has
been relieved because so many
fish have died, the peak of the
fall chinook run has passed,
and some fish are moving up
river.

Lecture to discuss human ‘footprint’
Casey Trang
Montana Kaimin

Humanity has some big
shoes to fill, according to its
current ecological footprint, an
environmental sustainability
study concluded.
“The ecological footprint is a
way of assessing your impact
on the Earth,” said Michael
Kustudia, spokesman for the
National Center for
Appropriate Technology.
According to a study
released by Mathis
Wackemagel and his col
leagues, humans consume more
than the Earth can replace.
This conclusion was formed by
Wackemagel’s study on the
demand of the environment
compared to the Earth’s supply

of resources. An ecological foot
print is used to measure the
amount of resources that are
used by humanity.
Wackemagel is the director
of the Redefining Progress
Sustainability program, a non
profit organization that seeks to
improve the environmental effi
ciency of people’s daily actions.
Wackemagel is the father of the
ecological footprint.
According to Wackemagel’s
studies, Earth has exceeded its
regenerative capacity since the
1980s. The research shows if
everyone on the planet lived
like North Americans do today,
the world’s population would
need the land mass of three
Earths to supply the needed
materials.
“It’s about recognizing the

impact of urban life on the glob
al world,” Kustudia said.
The ecological footprint will
be the topic of discussion at
Tuesday’s sustainable commu
nities lecture series in Urey
North Underground Lecture
Hall at 7 p.m. Wackemagel
will be the featured speaker at
the lecture entitled, “Listen up:
Getting serious about sustain
ability with the ecological foot
print.” The lecture series is
sponsored by UM’s environmen
tal studies program and NCAT.
The lecture will address the
balance needed between the
consumption and production of
Earth’s resources to obtain a
sustainable living.
“He’s world renown for his
ecological footprint,” Kustudia
said.
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based at the University of M ontana’s School of Education,
is proud to announce the appearance of keynote speaker

H o m e r H ic k a m ,

a rk e tin g

b e s t se llin g a u th o r & NASA
E n g in e e r, w h o s e life is t h e
b a s i s o f t h e b lo c k b u s te r
“O c to b e r S k y ”, t o s p e a k a t
U n iv ersity o f M o n ta n a >

C a ll 728-2408 o r Lo lo 273-2651
to Schedule Interview 9am - 5pm M-F
288 Expressw ay M issoula, M T 59808

Health
Center

Author of “Rocket Boys”, “Back to the Moon”, “Coalwood
Way”, “We Are Not Afraid”, aid ‘Torpedo Junction”

To take place at

Hie University Theatre, 6pm, October 2nd, 2002

‘B ereavement Cjroup:
Led by Kerry Maier, MA, LCPC. The death of a
friend or family member, combined with the
responsibilities of college, can sometimes be over
whelming. You are invited to a supportive and car
ing setting where you can share your thoughts and
feelings with others who have also experienced the
death of a loved one.
CURRY, 1
Call the Curry Health
Center Counseling and
Psychological Service
office at 243-4711.

Homer Hickam
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on life of H om er Hickam
Event held at the
University Theatre
on the U of M cam pus
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W orkers extract 2.5 million
gallons of radioactive waste
SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) Workers at the Hanford
nuclear reservation have
reached a major m ilestone
in cleaning up the former
nuclear w eapons produc
tion site, officials said
Monday.
More than 2 1/2 million
gallons of liquid radioactive
w astes have now been
removed from older under
ground tanks, leaving
550,000 gallons to be
removed by 2004.
“We’re going to get that
last 550,000 gallons out of
the ground,” vowed Ed
Aromi, president of CH2M
Hill Hanford Group, the
main contractor on the tank
farm.
The Energy Department
was facing a Sept. 30 dead
line imposed in a consent
decree after the state com
plained about the slow pace
of Hanford cleanup.
Hanford officials said they
beat the deadline, which

called ‘for only 18 percent of
liquid w astes to remain in
the single-walled tanks, by
two days.
“We have to go over
th eir records,” said Sheryl
H utchison, a sp ok es
woman for Ecology. “It
gets really com plicated
really fa st.”
Hanford officials said of
the approximately 3 million
gallons of liquid nuclear
wastes, just over 1 million
had been pumped out of
older tanks between 1998
and last November. But an
additional 1.25 million gal
lons have been pumped out
since.
There are 16 of 149 sin
gle-walled tanks that still
contain some pumpable liq
uid w astes, Hanford offi
cials said. Fifteen of those
tanks are already being
pumped, and the last is
scheduled to begin in
October.
The goal is to have only 2

"Where's my gun?"

percent of the liquid
remaining in single-walled
tanks by Sept. 30, 2003,
Hanford officials said.
The liquid w astes were
pumped into newer and
safer double-walled tanks.
They will be stored there as
work continues on a
multibillion-dollar plant to
convert those w astes into
glass logs for eventual bur
ial in Nevada.
Meanwhile, the Energy
Department is now prepar
ing to inject water and
chemical into the sludge at
the bottom of the pumped
tanks, to loosen it enough to
be pumped out.
When pumping is no
longer effective, the
rem aining sludge w ill be
covered w ith a bonding
m aterial, and the tank will
be filled w ith a m aterial
like sand and gravel. Then
the tank w ill be declared
closed, Hanford officials
said.
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*Amy Abendroth, K-9 officer for the city o f Missoula, and Mayor Mike
Kadas sign an oath o f office for a new member o f the department, a
German shepherd named Jager. Jager originally came from Germany and
is 10 years old.
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Annual career fair kicks off Wednesday
Katherine Sather
Montana Kaimin

Arthur Andersen has left
the building.
Most people recognize
Andersen’s accounting and
consulting firm for its
involvement in the Enron
scandal, but the company
was also a regular partici
pant in the annual Big Sky
Career Fair, which will be
held Wednesday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on the third
floor of the UC. The event
brings more than 90 area
and national employers to
UM, and students can learn
about job opportunities and
internships within their
companies.
Andersen will be one of a
few national companies
missing from this year’s fair.
While staff at the Office of
Career Services can only
assume why the firm won’t
attend, they said a national
downward trend in hiring
can account for other absen
tees.
The trend began last year,
and the Sept. 11 attacks on
the World Trade Center only
heightened it, said Cindy
Boies, career counselor at
UM.
National business consult
ing firms and technology
companies like Cisco
Systems will not attend the
career fair this year either.

L is a H o m st e in / M o n t a n a K a im in

A sign outside the Lommasson Center advertises the annual Big Sky Career
Fair, put together by Career Services. The fair will be Wednesday on the third
floor o f the UC.

“After Sept. 11, these
were the hardest hit,” she
said.
According to a 2002 sur
vey conducted by the

National Association of
Colleges and Employers,
U.S. companies expect to
hire 3.6 percent fewer col
lege graduates this year. In

addition, 38 percent of the
participants in the survey
expect to decrease their
number of campus visits this
year.
This means students will
have to put more work into
their job searching, Boies
said. The career fair provides
an opportune time for them
to begin researching their
options and talking with
potential employers.
“The idea of people get
ting hired when they’re in
the right place in the right
time — that’s not luck,” she
said. “It’s all about position
ing yourself.”
On Tuesday, the Office of
Career Services will sponsor
several workshops for stu 
dents to prepare for the
career fair. Students can
have their resumes critiqued
by the staff from 3 p.m. to 7
p.m. in the UC foyer. Several
area employers will discuss
job interview techniques
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in room
332 of the UC. From 6 p.m.
to 7 p.m., students can
attend a workshop called Top
Ten Tips to Success at the
Job Fair, also in room 332.
A survey conducted by
career services shows that
76 percent of the class of
2001 were hired directly out
of college. However, only
1,270 of the 2,443 graduates
participated in the survey.
Boies said she predicts

the number of graduates
hired after their graduation
will decrease this year.
“It used to be that
employers would have
sought them out before grad
uation, but now they have to
do more work, research and
networking to find a job,”
Boies said.
The career fair will still
boast some big names this
year, including the FBI, U.S.
Border Control and U.S.
Customs, said Sarah
Raymond, coordinator of the
event.
“Those areas have really
increased (in) hiring since
Sept. 11,” she said.
In addition, the gap creat
ed by many of the nationally
renowned companies will be
filled by smaller, regional
businesses. They include
Blackfoot Telephone
Company and Davidson
Companies.
A number of pharmaceuti
cal representatives will also
attend, a testam ent to UM’s
large pharmacy program.
Business majors will also
find many potential employ
ers, Boies said.
“When we have special
ized schools, employers tend
to target these groups of stu
dents,” Boies said.
For more information
about the Big Sky Career
Fair, students can call 2432022 .

Soldier receives award 40 years later
Drought devastates
Montana wheat crops
BILLINGS (AP) Montana farmers this
year harvested the sm allest
winter wheat crop since
1940, and their sm allest
spring w heat crop in a
decade, statistics released
Monday show.
Lingering drought was
blamed for the declines.
Farmers harvested ju st
over h alf their acres planted
to winter w heat — 51.7 per
cent, the fourth-lowest per
centage on record, the
Montana Agricultural
Statistics Service said. Just
870,000 acres of the 1.3 m il
lion acres planted were har
vested. This was 480,000
acres below the previous
year’s harvest.
The draught was pretty
devastating, state statisti
cian Peggy Stringer said.
A bright spot in 2002 was
durum wheat, which had
poor yields because of a lack
of spring moisture, but hit
one of the highest produc
tion totals on record because
farmers planted more, she
said.
Montana’s winter wheat
production was 19.14 million
bushels for the year, down
57 percent from last year

and the sm allest crop since
the 17.46 m illion bushels
harvested in 1940.
The average yield was 22
bushels an acre, compared
with 33 bushels an acre last
year, the service said.
Spring w heat production
was estim ated at 65.55 m il
lion bushels, also down from
last year and second-small
est only to 1990’s harvest of
53.9 million bushels.
Much of the crop withered
and was abandoned, particu
larly in north-central
Montana, despite early high
hopes spurred by wet w eath
er, Stringer said.
“It looked pretty good, but
we had no subsoil moisture
to help the crop grow,” she
said. And, a late summer
heat wave, she said, added
to the devastation.
The average yield was 23
bushels an acre, down 2 .
bushels from the previous
year, the service said.
Estim ated durum wheat
production was 11.88 million
bushels, down 9 percent
from last year but still the
fourth-highest production on
record, the service said, cit
ing the amount of acres pro
ducers harvested.

OXFORD, Miss. (AP) - Forty
years ago, former National
Guardsman Murray C. Falkner’s
bravery went unrecognized —
even by him.
Falkner led the first unit of
federalized troops onto the
University of Mississippi campus
the night a deadly riot erupted
over the pending enrollinent of
the school’s first black student.
“It was hell,” said Falkner,
who headed a Mississippi
National Guard troop. “I didn’t
get scared until two days later
when I found seven bricks and a
Molotov cocktail in the back of
my truck. It didn’t go off, but if it
had, it would have blown me and
my driver’s heads off.”
On Tuesday, Falkner was to
be among the soldiers and mar
shals scheduled to receive a key
to the city for protecting it Sept.
30,1962.
None who served during the
riot ever received commendation.
An Army memo from April
1963 acknowledged the soldiers
were deserving, but said the pub
licity “would not be in the best
interests of the U.S. Army or the
nation.” It also said medals
shouldn’t be given in conflicts
between soldiers and other
Americans.
The night of the riots, federal
marshals withstood bottles,
bricks, and taunts from a mob of
several hundred who had vowed
to fight the integration of Ole
Miss. Fires were set, shots were
fired and two people were killed.
By morning, the more than

30,000 troops, including Falkner,
had reclaimed the campus and
restored some semblance of
peace.
The 74-year-old Falkner said
it never bothered him that he
didn’t receive a medal.
“It would have been nice, but I
didn’t want a medal,” he said. “I
had enough military training
that when you get an order you
carry out an order.”
The recognition of the soldiers
is part of the University of
Mississippi’s yearlong observance
of its tumultuous integration.
Myrlie Evers-Williams, the
widow of Medgar Evers, was
scheduled to give a keynote
address Tuesday during the dedi
cation of a civil rights memorial
near the Lyceum, where the riot
took place.
Medgar Evers, the NAACP
field secretary who was killed by
a white supremacist in 1963, was
turned away from the universi
ty’s law school in 1954. A display
and plaque will be unveiled at
the Lamar Law Center in memo
ry of him on Tuesday.
"Ibday we seek to make
amends to that old wrong by ded
icating this permanent memorial
to a brave American and a sol
dier in the fight for justice and
equality,” Samuel M. Davis, the
law school’s dean, said in a state
ment.
The yearlong commemoration,
dubbed “Open Doors: Building on
40 Years of Opportunity in
Higher Education,” includes an
oral history of Ole Miss, various

symposiums, the April unveiling
of a $130,000 memorial and a
reunion of the federal marshals.
It culminates in September 2003
with an international conference
on race.
Though James Meredith’s
presence on campus triggered
the 1962 riot, he was safe from
it. He had been escorted to a dor
mitory by federal troops. He
enrolled the next day.
His ties to the university con
tinue through his son, Joseph,
who graduated earlier this year
as the top doctoral student in the
business school. Today, nearly 13
percent of the university’s stu
dents are black.
Curtis Wilkie was on campus
the night of the riot and watched
as the university burned.
“My mood was really one of
despair. I was sick at heart I
was mad and T felt the school
was finished. There were a lot of
people leaving school and never
came back,” said Wilkie, who
wrote a book about the uprising.
Wilkie, who is now an instruc
tor at Ole Miss, said it’s impor
tant for the next generation to
appreciate Meredith’s actions.
Chancellor Robert Khayat
agreed.
“I think looking back over
time gives each of us an opportu
nity to appreciate more fully the
magnitude of that event,” said
Khayat. “We’re able to see the
negative impact it had on the
university, and we’re also able to
turn that negative into a posi
tive.”
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Free film series airs at UM T hursday
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

An award-winning film
about the 1947 dislocation of
millions of Muslims, Hindus,
Sikhs and others in India will
kick off a free new film series
at UM.
On Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the UC Theater, UM’s chapter
of Amnesty International will
show “Earth,” a film about the
partition of India as witnessed
by a child. The partition took
place in 1947, when the Indian
subcontinent was divided into a
Muslim-controlled Pakistan
and a Hindu-Sikh dominated
India by the British govern
ment.
Films like this will be shown
free to UM students once every

two weeks for the rest of the
fall semester.
UM student and Amnesty
member Ian Rufe came up with
the idea of showing the films to
students.
“Different groups do this
sort of thing to promote their
cause,” Rufe said. “I thought it
would be fun to do here at UM.
It will be a good way to pro
mote human rights issues
through film, through enter
tainment, so that anyone can
come and be exposed to new
ideas.”
UM Amnesty is affiliated
with the worldwide grassroots
human rights organization,
Amnesty International.
“The film festival is a chance
to see out-of-the-ordinary
films,” UM student and

ASUM hopes to educate
UM students, Montanans
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

In late October when
ASUM distributes the voter
guide it makes each year to
educate students at UM
about political issues and
candidates, student govern
m ents across Montana may
be doing the same.
ASUM has never distrib
uted its voter guide outside
of Missoula, but this year
members are planning to
have the guide read by stu
dents across the state.
“There is only so much
we can do, but we’re trying
to spread our fingers
beyond M issoula,” said Matt
Jennings, ASUM’s student
political action director.
“Schools across the state
seem pretty enthusiastic
about it.”
Once the voter guides at
UM are completed, the
information and the format
of the guides will be sent to
the Montana Association of
Students and then to uni
versities across the state.
The Montana Association
of Students is a statewide
organization of student gov
ernments.
ASUM sent out question
naires Tuesday to all 236
candidates for the Montana
State Legislature. ASUM
uses the questionnaires to
compile information on
what candidates think
about higher education.
The voter guides will be
completed in late October
and distribution will begin
as soon as they’re done,
Jennings said.
The voter guides serve
two purposes. First, they
provide students with the
information they need to
make educated decisions
when election tim e comes,
said Jennings.
“We want to make sure
that when Nov. 5 (election
day) comes, nobody has an
excuse not to vote by saying

they don’t know their candi
dates,” he said.
The second purpose the
guides serve is to provide a
useful tool for ASUM during
discussions with legislators.
“It is one of the driving
forces behind producing the
guides,” ASUM President
Jon Swan said. “Yes, they
are im portant for voter
information. But it is also
extrem ely im portant to
hold people accountable,
and the guides help us do
th a t.”
The guides w ill contain
candidates’ answers to three
questions: “As a legislator,
how would you anticipate
m eeting the educational
needs of the state of
Montana as you see them?”;
“Can higher education be
seen as an individual or a
social benefit, or combina
tion? Please explain your
reasoning.”; and “Students,
on average, leave the
Montana U niversity System
with $18,000 in student
loans, debts which are
becoming an increasing bur
den on graduates. As an
elected official of the State
of Montana, what do you
envision as the best solu
tion to solving this prob
lem?”
Jennings said ASUM will
distribute 4,000 to 5,000
voter guides in late October.
Last year 4,000 were print
ed, but not all of them were
handed out.
“That was mostly the
fault of the student political
action committee,” Jennings
said.
ASUM’s new approach
this year will be to mail the
guides to residents of the
dorms as well as having
ASUM senators hand out
guides, Jennings said.
The cost to print the
guides will be between
$1,000 and $1,500. ASUM
and the Montana
Association of Students will
pick up the bill.

Amnesty member Leslie
MacColman said. “These are
not Hollywood films. They have
a profound message and an
artistic quality that most peo
ple are probably not used to
seeing when they watch film.”
Also in conjunction with the
showing of human rights films,
Amnesty will bring speaker
Wiliam Trujillo, from Ecuador,
to UM on Oct. 7. He will speak
at 7 p.m. in the UC Ballroom.
Trujillo is a leader in the
effort to stop the proposed Free
Trade Area of the Americas.
The FTAA is a proposed expan
sion of NAFTA, the North
American Free Trade
Agreement, to 31 other coun
tries, which was made by U.S.
trade officials. Trujillo is a
longtime member of The

National Confederation for
Farmer Social Security of
Ecuador.
Trujillo speaks in Spanish
and MacColman will be trans
lating his speech into English.
“We are told time and time
again what a great thing
NAFTA is, and this is a chance
to hear the other side, when
the other side doesn’t usually
get to be heard,” MacColman
said. “The chance to hear
(Tnyillo) firsthand is not an
opportunity that is going to
happen too often at UM.”
Tnyillo is traveling through
out the United States and
Canada this fall.
In Missoula, Amnesty has
about 75 members. Rufe said
he estimates about 40 of those
are students at UM. Part of the

purpose of the event is to pro
mote Amnesty and increase
membership at UM. Members
from Amnesty will be available
during the showing of the films
and during Trujillo’s presenta
tion.
ASUM kicked in $1,304 for
the event, while Amnesty relied
on fund-raising activities for
the rest of the money, which
amounted to about $500. Other
sponsors of the event include
Community Action for Justice
in the Americas, UM
Multicultural Alliance and
Missoula Communities of
Faith.
Amnesty holds weekly meet
ings at the Jeannette Rankin
Peace Center, 519 S. Higgins
Ave., at 5 p.m. They are open to
the public.

I saw you...walkin' in the rain.
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Senior Luke Tucker makes his way to the library Monday afternoon during a light rain shower. The average temperature for the day was 50 degrees and the Missoula valley received a trace o f precipitation. Possible rain/snow showers are
forecasted for Tuesday.
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‘O ctober Sky’ in sp ira tio n to v isit UM
NASA engineer, decorated
Vietnam veteran, scuba
instructor and best-selling
author.
“Homer Hickam is a good
motivational speaker,” said
Bryn Burns, communications
director for UM’s Earth
Observing Education Project.
“He’s from a lower-class
background, and his message
is, ‘If you can motivate your
self, you can fulfill your
dreams.’”

Kristen Inbody
Montana Kaimin

Wednesday is Aerospace
Education Day at the
University of Montana, cen
tering on presentations by
the author whose life story
became the movie “October
Sky.”
From his humble begin
nings in Coalwood, W.Va., as
the son of a coal miner,
Homer Hickam Jr. became a

Hickam’s lecture, “October
Sky: One Man’s Dream, One
Man’s Journey,” is the “inspi
rational story of following
your dreams,” Bum s said.
The Earth Observing
Education Project, a NASAfunded project focused on
satellite imagery, is sponsor
ing Aerospace Education Day.
Throughout the day, Prescott
and Hawthorne elementary
school students will attend
NASA workshops with

Hickam and
Don Scott, an
education
specialist
from NASA’s
Ames
Research
Center.
The stu
Homer Hickam
dents will
learn how satellites take pic
tures, what the pictures
mean and how remote sen
sors work in space.

For college students,
Aerospace Education Day
events will begin with a book
signing at 5 p.m. at the
University Theatre, followed
by Hickam’s speech at 6 p.m.
and ending with a showing of
“October Sky.”
All events are free.
Though the daytime activi
ties may be geared toward
children, Hickam’s message
is relevant to everyone,
B um s said.

Milestone reached with egg screening Japanese Prime Minister
CHICAGO (AP) Scientists gathered Monday to
mark a medical milestone —
an estimated 1,000 babies
bom worldwide through a pre
natal testing technique that
screens eggs even before they
are implanted in the womb.
The growing number of par
ents choosing preimplantation
genetic diagnosis since it was
introduced in the early 1990s
shows it is moving from the
experimental into the main
stream, proponents said at a
news conference.
It has been used to test
eggs and early embryos for
genetic diseases such as cystic
fibrosis or Down Syndrome,
and discarding defective ones.
But it is increasingly being
used to boost chances of suc

cessful pregnancies in women
in their late 30s who might
otherwise never have children,
said Dr. Joe Leigh Simpson of
Baylor College of Medicine.
In some cases, women in
their waning years of fertility
may have no hope of getting
pregnant without techniques
such as in vitro fertilization.
Preimplantation screening,
which is used with in vitro fer
tilization, can increase a
woman’s chances by allowing
doctors to implant only the
healthiest embryos most likely
to survive, Simpson said.
It can reduce the in vitro
miscarriage rate from about 23
percent to 10 percent in some
women, said Santiago Munne,
director of preimplantation
genetic diagnosis at Saint

Barnabas Medical Center in
West Orange, N. J.
Munne’s center and
Chicago’s Reproductive
Genetics Institute — where
the news conference was held
— are among a handful
nationwide and 50 worldwide
that perform the technique.
The two centers accounted for
more than 500 of the 1,000
births.
Critics worry that the tech
nique could lead to “designer
babies,” selected for any trait
that can be detected genetical
ly, and say the field should be
better regulated.
But Saint Barnabas’
Jacques Cohen said the tech
nique is not creating designer
babies, “it is avoiding genetic
disease.”

Montana Kaimin
working until 4 a.m.bringing UM the news

makes changes in cabinet

TOKYO (AP) - In his first
Cabinet reshuffle since taking
office more than a year ago,
Prime Minister Junichiro
Koizumi on Monday fired a top
economic adviser who shied
away from reforms, underscor
ing his desire to get his country
out of its decade-long fiscal
slump.
Stressing the need for conti
nuity, Koizumi retained most of
his main ministers, including
Foreign Minister Yoriko
Kawaguchi, Trade Minister
Takeo Hiranuma and his two top
economic advisers, Finance
Minister Masajuro Shiokawa
and Heizo Takenaka, the eco
nomic and fiscal policy minister.
Koizumi said he was commit
ted to reform.
“Structural reforms have
been on the top of my list since I
became prime minister last
year,” he said at a news confer
ence. “There is no growth with
out reforms. In order to resume

this policy, I launched the new
Cabinet.”
Koizumi cut from his Cabinet
Financial Services Minister
Hakuo Yanagisawa, the nation’s
chief bank regulator. Yanagisawa
has been criticized for shying
away from aggressive fiscal
measures to deal with Japan’s
troubled hanking sector.
Yanagisawa’s position was
assumed by Takenaka, who also
retained his previous post.
Koizumi said he made the
change because he wants to
accelerate the cleanup of Japan’s
banking morass, which he said
was weighing down the economy.
“I believe I have been given a
very heavy responsibility,”
Takenaka said. “We must fix
that which can be fixed.”
Five changes were made in
the 17-member Cabinet, and one
portfolio was added. The new
Cabinet includes four women,
the same number as the previ
ous lineup.

WALK, BIKE OR DRIVE a n d

PARK FOR FREE!

Q:
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'Alteomativ
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S huttle w ill run every 15 m inutes
betw een 7:40 a.m . & 5:40 p.m.
For m ore in fo ca ll 2 4 3 -4 5 9 9
or 2 4 3 - 6 1 3 2

w e'll push you to

THIS WEEK IN THE UC THEAT

the [ © d § j © ] ,
then t e l l you to jump*
You know it’s in you. The desire to go farther. To start where
others stop. It’s why you should consider Army ROTC. It’s a
class where you'll face unique challenges while developing
skills like how to think on your feet and be a good leader.

CLOCKW ORK ORANGE

FIG H T CLUB

October 4th and 5th

October 4th and 5th

7.-00 PM

9:00 PM

Students, Faculty, Staff: $2 or $3 for Double Header
General Admission: $4 or $6 for Double Header

THE&ffS

C all 2 4 3 . F IL M o r visit o u r w e b site at www.um t.edu/uc/theater for m o re inform ation

Register today. And hold on tight.

R O TC Unlike any other college coarse you can take*
For more information call Eric Kettenring at 243-2769.
O r visit us in the UM Schreiber Gym.
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Violence plagues India’s elections
dreds of heavily guarded
election officials have moved
into the four districts of
Anantnag, Pulwama,
Udhampur and Kathua for
Tuesday’s vote.
India’s Jammu-Kashmir
state has 5.7 million eligible
voters, but many have
stayed away from the polls
out of fear, or apathy that
the election will change any
thing.
“There is fear among the
people, but there is also
indifference,” said
Mohammed Yusuf, a teacher.
Islamic m ilitants have
called for a boycott of the
polls, saying they are rigged
to favor the pro-India, ruling
National Conference party.
Federal and state offi
cials reject the allegations,
and hope high voter turnout
will deflate the separatist
movement in the Himalayan
state, the focus of two wars
between India and
Pakistan. Both countries
claim the region in its
entirety.
India accuses Pakistan of
trying to disrupt the elec
tions by allowing m ilitants
to cross into the Indian-con
trolled portion of Kashmir.
Islamabad denies the
charge and says the elections
are a sham.
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John ReRuyter walks home from the rec center Monday afternoon. ReRuyter
wears a rain jacket incase any afternoon showers return.
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Villagers said three gun
men fled into the surround
ing forest after the attack.
Security forces were search
ing for them.
In violence on Monday,
militants attacked two
polling booths and a para
military camp, wounding a
polling official, two soldiers
and four civilians.
More than 100 political
activists and candidates
have been killed this year.
Many voters stayed away
from the earlier rounds of
voting because of widespread
fear of violence.
The rebels have threat
ened candidates and voters
against participating in the
elections.
The vote in the embattled
region is being held in four
rounds. Turnout for the first
two rounds, held Sept. 16
and 24, averaged about 43.4
percent. The final round of
balloting will be held Oct. 8.
Results are expected by Oct.
12 .
Soldiers checked polling
stations for explosives
Monday as armored vehicles
patrolled towns ahead of the
third round of voting. Some
booths were secured with
barb wire.
Thousands of soldiers and
paramilitary troops and hun

NO TICE I NO TICE I NO TICE I NO TICE I NO TICE I NO TICE I NO TICE I NOTICE

PAHALGAM, India (AP) Violence marred the start
of a third round of legislative
elections in India’s JammuKashmir state Tuesday, as
suspected Islamic militants
attacked a bus, killing at
least five people.
The shooting erupted as
polls opened and thousands
of soldiers patrolled the m ili
tant heartland of disputed
Kashmir, guarding against
election-related violence.
At one rustic voting sta
tion, just two people cast
ballots in the cold, misty
mountain town of Pahalgam,
where Islamic m ilitants
fighting to end India’s con
trol of the region are known
to operate nearby.
“People will come out later
in the day,” polling agent
Mohammad Yusuf Lone said
confidently. “It is not fear, it
is just the weather.”
The bus was traveling
along the main highway
from New Delhi to Kashmir’s
winter capital of Jammu
when suspected Islamic m ili
tants leapt from a hijacked
minivan and opened fire.
Police said five passengers
were killed and 10 were
wounded in the attack near
the town of Hiranagar, 45
miles south of Jammu and
near the Pakistan border .-

Muddy waters abound

ATTENTION
PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS!!
W o u ld y o u lik e to
e x p e r ie n c e la w s c h o o l
b e fo r e y o u start?

W o u ld y o u lik e h e lp in
d e c id in g i f la w sch oo l
is rig h t fo r y o u ?

Gonzaga University School of Law Presents:
L A W S C H O O L IN A B O X

Coming October 26th to Missoula
IIC Ballroom starting @ 8:00 pm
Tickets $16 in advance or $19 day of show
On sale September 30th
@ all TIC -IT-E Z outlets
or by calling 1-888-MONTANA
or 243-4051
WwlAi. PJitlao/p.lfahonfc .Com
PH ILAD ELPH O NIC

DATE: Saturday, October 12, 2002
Time:
9:00 am - 4:30 pm
Location: Gonzaga University
School of Law
721 N. Cincinnati
Spokane, WA 99202
Cost:
$10.00
Deadline: October 4, 2002
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U.N. wants to inspect Iraqi palaces Montana sheriff spreads
VIENNA, Austria (AP) U.N. weapons inspectors
demanded the right to roam
freely around Saddam
Hussein’s palaces and other
suspect sites when they
opened talks with the Iraqis
Monday on the logistics of a
possible return to Baghdad.
Chief inspector Hans Blix,
leading the closed-door meet
ings with an Iraqi delegation,
said the inspectors were oper
ating under the assumption
they would be able to go any
where, anytime if they return
to Iraq for a fresh assessment
of the country’s nuclear, bio
logical and chemical pro
grams.
The dispute came to a
head after the Bush adminis
tration repeatedly accused
Iraq of blatantly violating
U.N. resolutions requiring
Baghdad to disarm.
Washington threatened to
unilaterally remove Saddam
from power because more
than a decade of internation

Office for Civic Engagement &
the Office of Career Services
presents:

V o la n ts ® ?
TrM?

al pressure had failed to win
Iraqi compliance.
When President Bush
made an impassioned plea for
tougher U.N. action at the
General Assembly last month,
Saddam switched course and
pledged unconditional access
to sites across Iraq. But in
recent days, Baghdad has
rejected any new U.N. resolu
tions to broaden and toughen
the inspection regime. Iraqi
resistance has thrown into
question whether the eight
sprawling presidential
palaces — up to now off-limits
to surprise visits — would be
open to renewed inspections.
“We’re telling the Iraqis we
don’t want any limitations on
our access,” a senior diplomat
close to the talks said on con
dition of anonymity.
The issue of palace inspec
tions and some other con
tentious matters would
require amending the most
recent U.N.-Iraq agreement
on inspections. While the

Vienna meetings have
addressed those topics, a deci
sion on changing the sanc
tions regime would have to be
made by the U.N. Security
Council once Blix reports back
on Thursday.
Under a deal U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
cut with Baghdad in early
1998, the inspectors’ access to
eight so-called presidential
sites encompassing a total of
12 square miles was restrict
ed. The deal prevented inspec
tors from carrying out sur
prise visits to the sites, which
include Saddam’s palaces. The
deal also created a team of
international diplomats to
accompany inspectors when
they did enter.
The United States and the
rest of the Security Council
endorsed that plan, which
remains in effect. However,
the Bush administration is
pushing for a resolution that
would nullify the Annan
deal.

Wednesday, OetoW 2nd
Sr October 3rd, 2002

Visit w ith
Employers!

October 2nd & 3rd
10 am.— 2 pm.
DC Atrium

t e lk y
C s re s ? PM ?

loin ns at the Big Sky Career Fair to
meet with company recruiters to
discuss employment opportunities. Find
the perfect volunteer experience with
Missonla agencies at the Volunteer Fair.

October 2nd
10 a.m. — 4 pjn.
UC 3rd floor

Tint our web site at
www.mnt.edB/career/bigskyJrta

Florida m an’s ashes
BILLINGS (AP) - A
Montana sheriff kept his
promise to a Florida widow
who had sought help fulfilling
her dead husband’s wish to
have his ashes scattered in
Montana.
Clarence Smith’s ashes
were scattered along the
Yellowstone River near
Hysham on Sunday morning,
said Treasure County Sheriff
Steve Wilkins.
“It went real well,” Wilkins
said. “It was a nice day and
we put him in a nice spot
where you can see the river
and some pine trees.”
Smith, who died of cancer
in August at age 56, had lived
in Montana for 15 years and
had tried unsuccessfully to
convince his wife, Sharon,
that they should move to
Montana after they married
in 1983.
Before he died, he made it
clear he hoped his ashes could

be spread in the state he loved.
Sharon Smith, of
Interlachen, Fla., said she
didn’t have the resources to
make the trip and contacted
Ed Kemmick, a columnist at
The Billings Gazette. He
wrote about her quest to find
someone who would help
grant her husband’s wish.
The column prompted hun
dreds of responses from peo
ple willing to help. She chose
Wilkins and had her hus
band’s ashes shipped by mail
on Sept. 18.
Wilkins said he called
Sharon Smith Sunday to let
her know the ashes had been
scattered.
Smith said she is still get
ting phone calls and e-mails
from people in Montana.
“The overwhelming
response from everybody to see
if I’m OK has been marvelous,”
she said. “It really puts your
faith back into people.”

ATO

You obviously
have good sense.
So does Alpha Tau Omega ... that’s why we’re both at Montana.
ATO is the newest fraternity on campus recruiting men who want
to take advantage of a great opportunity.
Here’s what ATO offers:
•

As one of the largest and most respected fraternities
in the nation, ATO provides over 145 chapters stability,
opportunity and a network of Brothers around to world.

•

A place that you will always be able to call your
campus home.

•

The acknowledged best leadership development
programming available to college students.

Schedule of Recruitment Events:
• 7-9 pm, Tuesday, October 1st, University Center - Alumni Board Room
• 7-9 pm, Wednesday, October 2nd, University Center - Alumni Board Room
• 7-9 pm, Thursday, October 3rd, University Center - Room 331

For more information or to schedule an interview, please call
Director of Expansion Chris O wens at 800-798-9286 ext. 140 or
e-mail expansion@ ato.org.
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Sharon
takes heat
from critics
JERUSALEM (AP) - Israeli
critics from all sides decried
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon on Monday for his
h a n d lin g of the siege of Yasser
Arafat’s headquarters, after
U.S. pressure forced him to
pull back Israeli troops and
end the 10-day standoff.
Meanwhile violence flared
in the Palestinian territo
ries, leaving three
Palestinians and an Israeli
soldier dead.
After nightfall Monday,
Israeli soldiers evicted fami
lies from an apartment build
ing across from Palestinian
leader Arafat’s office, and
snipers took up positions
inside, Palestinians said, the
third building the Israelis
have taken over. The military
had no immediate comment.
Though it withdrew from the
compound, Israel said it would
still seek to arrest wanted
Palestinians inside.
Sharon was in Moscow on
Monday as the criticism
swirled over the decision the
day before to pull troops out of
Arafat’s compound in the West
Bank town of Ramallah. Some
said Sharon and his govern
ment had underestimated
Washington’s determination to
keep the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict from undermining the
campaign against Iraqi leader
Saddam Hussein.
“Sharon is leaving behind a
colossal failure, the most
notable failure since the
beginning of his term in
office,” commentator Hemi
Shalev wrote in the newspa
per Maariv.
A new threat to his coali
tion emerged at a convention
of his senior partner, the mod
erate Labor Party, over a
domestic issue — the state
budget. Sharon has said if the
budget is not passed by the
end of October, he will call an
election.
Labor members of the
Cabinet had already decided
to support the budget — and
thus stay in the government
— partly because the possi
bility of a U.S. war with Iraq
makes it an awkward time to
display political divisions.
However, party delegates on
Monday voted to force their
ministers to have another
convention to report on the
budget negotiations before
the vote in parliament, chal
lenging the authority of the
party leader, Binyamin BenEliezer.
Outbursts of violence con
tinued in Palestinian areas.
In the West Bank city of
Nablus, an Israeli soldier
was killed and another seri
ously wounded when gunmen
fired on soldiers from a near
by building, the army said.
The soldiers returned fire,
and black smoke was seen
rising from the building.
Palestinian security officials
said a 10-year-old boy was
shot and killed, but it was
not clear if this was -in the
same incident.

Time to try
something new
New So Ingenious Multi-Dimension Makeup SPF 8
New Quadra Color Technology redefines makeup for the ultimate flexibility. Light
sensors fine tune it - indoors and out - so you always look natural. Moves with
your skin to stay flawless and feel comfortable.
NEW Loose Powder, 30.00.
NEW Liquid Foundation SP F 8,32.50.
Already a favorite: Compact Powder Makeup, 32.50.

BONo
Estee Iwsiiiimm a sls*Cli i ■■liiia
FREE with
any 21.50
Estee Lauder
purchase

$65 value
Your gift includes:
• DayWear Protective Anti-Oxidant Creme SP F 15
• Blush All Day Natural Cheek Color in Desert
• Advanced Night Repair Eye Recovery Complex
• Pure Color Long Lasting Lipstick in Hot Kiss
• All-Day Lipstick in Caffe Latte
• Blue Cosmetic Clutch

Plus your choice of fragrance:
Estee Lauder Beautiful (shown), pleasures™
or Intuition Eau de Parfum Purse Spray
One gift per customer, white supplies last.

7^B0NWAR(HE

for life, for you

YOUR N O R T H W E S T D E P A R T M E N T S T O R E S I N C E 1890

BON beauty card: the gift of cosmetics & fragrance

BON call: order by phone 1 800 345 2661

BON ideas: find more at thebon.com
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Rally________
Continued from Page 1

Crap Shoot.” Contestants
rolled a square dice that had
different phrases on each side.
All were negative, and read
things like, “African blood for
diamonds,” and “drug profits.”
“We’re all playing this game
whether we want to or not,
ladies and gentleman,”
Hughes said.
Leslie MacColman, a UM
student and protester shouted
into the crowd, saying “We
need dialogue. We need to talk
peaceful solutions down here
to rally and to stand together
and be loud enough that they
can hear us in Washington
D.C.”
Speakers included Father
Jim Hogan, from Christ the
King Catholic Church, who
spoke on the Western
Hemisphere Institute for
Security Cooperation, former
ly known as the School of the
Americas. Hogan talked
about the downward spiral of
violence that the school caus
es.
“The School of the
Americas in Fort Benning
fuels those who continue the
cycle of violence,” Hogan
said.
Nicholson and MacColman
spoke about their recent trav
els to Colombia, about which
they lectured last week on
UM’s campus.
After the speakers finished,
the protesters marched down
Higgins Avenue to Reid Park,
near Caras Park. They stayed
on the sidewalks and obeyed
traffic lights.
“No, no the protesters were
not a problem at all,” said

Maggie Burton-Blize, owner of
Burtello Salon, a store the pro
testers passed. “I was very
glad to see someone protesting
because I agree with the
cause.”
Once at the park, people
formed a circle, and a bull
horn was passed around to
those who felt like speak
ing.
“Part of being an American
is having a voice and being
able to say what you believe
in, despite what our current
government may want to do,”
said Zachariah Walker, a sen
ior and education major at
UM. “It’s my right, my respon
sibility to support a cause that
I believe in, and I’m all about
peace.”
Veterans were among those
who spoke at the gathering.
“As a veteran I believe that
war is not the answer,” said
Barry Adams, who served
from 1963 to 1966 in the U.S.
military. “I’m an American for
peace.”
UM student Blair Stone
echoed Adams opinion.
“I know that everyone is
really busy, but we need to
use our rights that we are
given in this country, and one
of those rights is to stand up
and speak out about our gov
ernment,” said Stone, a mem
ber of CAJA and a senior in
environmental studies and
wildlife management. “We
need to disclaim the idea that
students are apathetic and
don’t care.”
Hughes said the rally could
not have turned out any bet
ter.
“I knew that it was going to
be a good day when I could see
snow on the summit of
Snowbowl,” Hughes said.

Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin

A volunteer holds up a banner in support o f stopping U.S. intervention in Colombia, during a rally Saturday
afternoon in downtown Missoula. More than 300 people came to show their support for peace through chants,
banners and their presence.

Leslie MacColman, one o f the rally's organizers, leads a chant as protesters march down the sidewalk along Higgins Avenue.
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Grizzly Volleyball splits weekend matches
Brittany Hageman
Montana Kaimin

University of Montana’s netters signed their John Hancocks
on six-inch miniature volleyballs
for twelve-year-old fans and
supporters Saturday night.
The team sat for 20 minutes
after the game, smiling pleas
antly at complete strangers and
asking junior high-aged girls
what positions they played.
Sophomore defensive special
ist Danae Thorsness said visit
ing with the young volleyball
hopefuls made her feel nostal
gic.
“It’s so awesome they come
out and show their support for
us,” Thorsness said. “I remem
ber what it was like to be that
age and look up to college play
ers and feel nervous talking to
them.”
But this meet-and-greet ses
sion wouldn’t have had such a
positive vibe if the team had lost
on Saturday night, as they did
on Friday.
Wanting to take a bite out of
the No. 1 team in the confer
ence, Eastern Washington, the
Grizzlies lost to the Eagles in
three straight games Friday
night in UM’s West Auxiliary
Gym.
Against the team ranked
23rd in the nation, UM head
coach Nikki Best hoped to blem
ish Eastern’s 12-0 record.
The Griz looked to be on
their way to an upset in the first
game with a one-point lead late
in the game. But service errors
got the best of the Grizzlies and
they ended up losing the first
game 30-28.
Although Montana played
the next two games close, the
Griz were stymied by the first
loss, Best said.
“We got a little frustrated in
the second game because we
came so close to winning the

first game,” Best said. “They got defensive specialist, but this
mad about it and just responded year the NCAA instituted a new
position called the libero, which
poorly.”
Thorsness is now labeled as.
Despite the loss, Best said
The libero is allowed to rotate
she couldn’t have been more
any time into the back row, but
pleased with the team’s effort.
is not allowed to serve or kill the
“We had a game plan and we
ball.
stuck to that,” Best said. “And
Saturday night, despite nurs
the most important thing that
ing a pulled groin, Thorsness
the girls learned is that they’re
better than they think they are.” dug up 49 potential kills in four
games.
Playing a nationally-ranked
“It felt awesome coming out
team to 30-28, 30-21 and 30-26
tonight and
is an accom
kicking butt,”
plishment,
Thorsness said.
Best said.
“We wanted
After the
revenge from
loss, Best
last night’s
took her
loss.”
squad on a
But the
walk around
Vikings weren’t
campus to
about to roll
talk about it.
over without
But she did
putting up a
n’t take them
fight.
outside to
muffle the
There was a
critical rally in
growl of her
the fourth game
butt-chewing
Danae Thorsness,
against
voice. She
UM defensive
Portland with
wanted to
specialist
the score at 13praise her
14. Portland
team.
kept nipping at
“I wasn’t
the Griz with
angry, we
out letting
just had to
figure out what we did wrong so them get too far ahead.
“They were after us and we
we could get along with playing
just couldn’t quite put them
Portland the next night,” Best
completely away,” Best said.
said.
But when setter Claire
And by Saturday, the Griz
Thompson made a heads-up tip
had worked out most of the
after a long rally late in the
kinks.
fourth game, Best said she knew
Although it took them four
her team was going to win.
games to beat Portland State,
Junior outside hitter Lizzie
the Griz corrected some of the
Wertz led the stats for Montana
problems that hurt them the
again, averaging almost 14 kills
night before.
per game against Portland. Just
Friday night the Griz had 15
as Wertz can leap to crush the
service errors and Saturday
ball, she can pancake on the
they cut them to 11, despite
floor to dig it up.
playing one more game.
“Lizzie is amazing and she’s
Passing was also better
proved it time and time again,”
Saturday night, Best said, in
Best said. “She doesn’t just take
large part due to Thorsness.
pride in knowing she’s a phe
Thorsness is in essence a

It felt awesome
coming out
tonight and
kicking butt. We
wanted revenge
from last night's
loss

Colin Blakley/Montana Kaimin

Junior Mary Forrest leaps up to spike the ball in the third game o f Saturday's
match against Portland State. The Griz beat Portland State in four games.

nomenal hitter, she works just
as hard on other parts of her
game.”
Heading into the second
week of conference play Best
thinks her team is right where

it needs to be. With a record of
7-5, Montana hopes to improve
its record this weekend when
the team travels to Weber and
Idaho State.

Deming injures ankle UM fen cers foil co m p etitio n
for those games.
An MRI revealed that there
Kaimin Sports Editor
was no fracture or ligament
Lady Griz senior forward
damage done to the ankle, but
Julie Deming is expected to
that the anklebone itself was
miss at least four to six weeks badly bruised.
after severely spraining her
While Deming’s injury
right ankle last week.
appears to have only sidelined
Deming will almost surely
her temporarily, guard Cami
be held out of Montana’s first
Schenk’s season is done after
week of practice, which starts
the junior tore her
Oct. 12, and may
ACL, also in a pickup
miss the team’s first
game.
exhibition game at
It is the second
home against
straight year that
Horsholm BBC, a
Schenk has suffered a
traveling team from
season-ending injury.
Denmark.
The Fairfield native
“(Deming)
broke her wrist during
sprained her ankle in
the team’s first official
a pickup game last
Julie Deming practice last season.
week,” Lady Griz head
The injuries to
coach Robin Selvig said. “The
Deming and Schenk have
difficult thing is you never
taken away a couple of experi
know how an ankle is going to enced players on a young
respond after you sprain it.”
Lady Griz basketball team.
UM has another exhibition
“We only have a couple of
game against Deja Vu at home seniors and juniors,” Selvig
on Nov. 17, then opens its reg said. “Practice will be a little
ular season Nov. 24 at home
different without those older
against Portland.
players to help out the young
Selvig is optimistic that
players.”
Deming could be in the lineup
Bryan Haines

UM wins wooden skull and
crossbones trophy
Chelsi Moy
Montana Kaimin

The University of Montana fencing club
was the most terrifying team at the
Washington State University Tourney of
Dooom! (sic), their foils sending quivers down
opponents’ spines on Saturday.
The fencing club took first place
at the tournament in Pullman,
Wash., where they faced 10 teams
from three other schools, including
Montana State University, the
University of Idaho, and WSU.
The tournament was for threeperson teams. The scores of all
three teammates were combined to
get a team score.
The tournament ran over the scheduled
time, so teams were kicked out of the gym.
But not before UM claimed the first-place
prize, a wooden trophy with a skull and crossbones etched on the front.
UM’s fencers were of Matt Clausen, Beth
Peluso and Nathaniel Cerf, who is also known
as “Club Ego.”
Cerf, a graduate student in print journal
ism, said his competitors gave him the nick
name after his ego grew large enough to sup

port the whole UM club team. He said he is
also called “Golden Boy,” a name received after
winning the majority of his bouts last season.
The fencing community gives its members
nicknames based on the person’s attitude,
fencing style, and personal features, according
to Cerf.
“Despite the rivalries, we are a pretty fun
group of people,” Cerf said. “We give each
other a lot of trouble, but we are all friends.”
Rivalry is very intense between the UM and
MSU fencing squads.
The trash talk has already begun
this season. MSU head coach Brian
Segal, or “The Bird Man,” informed
Cerf that he was no longer the man to
beat.
But threats may not be enough to
bring UM down.
Cerf thinks the team will be tough competi
tors this season. It has eight new members,
but Cerf is encouraged by their work ethic.
The next fencing tournament is the 8th
Annual Blizzard Bowl on the UM campus. The
Blizzard Bowl is named for the bad weather
that usually accompanies the tournament.
“People would always get stuck here
because of a blizzard, or we would have to can
cel the tournament because of bad weather,”
Cerf said.
The fencing action will take place at UM on
Oct. 26. weather permitting.

kaiminsports@ hotmail.coni
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Jordan
UM junior victorious
in cyclcross racing
remains
active,but
sidelined
Marina Mackrow
Montana Kaimin

WASHINGTON (AP) Michael Jordan would prefer
to be on the floor at tipoff
this season.
But he said Monday, he'll
keep an "open mind" about
possibly being a backup for a
Washington Wizards team
that missed the playoffs last
season.
Speaking for the first
time since last week's
announcement that he
would play this year, Jordan
said he's overhauled his
workout regimen, and he
probably won't play any
exhibition games. The
Wizards open training camp
Tuesday in Wilmington, N.C.
During the summer,
Jordan spoke with coach
Doug Collins about the pos
sibility of coming off the
bench to preserve his knees.
"For the most part, I go in
with the idea that I want to
play minutes, important
minutes," he said. "If Doug
feels, after seeing me play
and seeing how the develop
ment of our team is, that I
can possibly support the
team better coming off the
bench, I will entertain that
thought.
"Then again," he added,
"if I'm playing well enough
to start, hopefully I can get
to that point, too."
Jordan said he wasn't
sure he would play this sea
son until about three weeks
ago because of new pain in
his surgically repaired right
knee. Doctors said Jordan's
joints were out of alignment
and fitted him with shoe
inserts.
Jordan had to resign as
the Wizards president of
basketball operations when
he returned as a player, but
he still essentially runs the
team.
"I think the players
understand who I am, what
I do, my influences, things of
that nature," Jordan said.
"We have a year of experi
ence dealing with that. I
don't think I have to change
myself."
Jordan will turn 40 in
February. Asked if this
would be his last year, he
said: "I never want to say
'never' again. When I do say
it, I'm going to say it 100
percent, not 99.9 percent.
But I'm focusing on this
year."

Check out kaimin
sports and stats
online at
www. kaimin. org

At the sound of the cow bells,
all 30 racers took off in a blur of
colorful lycra and spinning
wheels at the first race of the
Super Prestige Cyclcross Series
in Missoula Sunday afternoon.
One hour and 11 tricky miles
later, University of Montana jun
ior and Northern Rockies team
member Jamul Hahn crossed the
finish line first at the Fort
Missoula Amphitheater,
“It was a fun race,” Hahn
said. “We had a lot of guys so we
rode as a team. There is an
advantage in numbers.”
For the entire 11 miles, the
Northern Rockies had at least
one team member in the front.
One rider from Montana State
University and one rider from
UM each took a turn in the lead,
but could not hold on.
“The race was exciting to
watch,” UM cycling team captain
and course setter Mark Legg
said. “There was lots of action
and drama.”
MSU student Jim Rucker of
the Allied Land Title team placed
second with UM student and
Montana Velo team member

Shane Mundt right behind.
These first three finishers were
in the men’s senior A division.
Medals were awarded to the
top three finishers in each divi
sion.
Craig Pazega of the Great
Divide team won in the men’s
senior B division. Eva Karau of
Five Valley Velo placed first in
the women’s division and John
Wehrich, also of Five Valley Velo,
crossed first in the master’s divi
sion.
The master’s division is for
riders 40 years and older. The
oldest racer was 50.
Although college students par
ticipated, no collegiate teams
entered the race. Instead, the
racers raced for their different
clubs.
Legg said the course was clas
sic cyclcross with sections testing
fitness, strength, speed and tech
nical riding.
“Cyclcross requires a lot of
skill, power and fitness,” Legg
said. “And a little luck.”
The course began on a
straight, paved road. The riders
soon disappeared behind a build
ing, only to reappear as they
raced across another straight,
paved road. They then turned on

Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin

Rankin Holmes (left), Tom Robertson (Middle), and Mike Beltz charge up
steps during Sunday's cyclcross race held at Fort Missoula.

to a dirt road. While still riding
full speed on gravel and dirt,
they maneuvered around a 180degree turn. Then they ran up
10 large steps while shouldering
their bikes. After the racers
jumped back on their bikes, they
sped down the other side into a
sand pit.
“The sand is technical,” Legg
said. “You need power, skill and
luck.”
As they left the sand, the rid
ers encountered a hairpin turn.
After a straight stretch, they
were off their bikes again as they
shouldered them and ran over
three barriers. Once back on the
bikes, the racers turned on to a
very curvy, flat trail that wound

through the School of Forestry’s
lumberjack course. They ended
up climbing a steep hill with
their bikes on their shoulders
and trying to get back on them
while flying down the other side
as they turned a tight comer and
started all over again.
The racers did this 10 times,
going as hard as they could the
whole way.
“It was really tough,” said
Kathleen Jones, a UM cycling
team member. Tm hurting really
bad.” This was Jones’s first
cyclcross race and she was
pleased to beat some male riders.
This was the first of seven
races in the Super Prestige
Cyclcross Series in Montana.
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Enrollment
Continued from P a g e 1

press release, the
U niversity has a record
enrollm ent of 455
American Indian stu d en ts,
up 216 from 1990.
“We’ve tried to expand
who we talk to and how
we talk to th em ,” L iston
said.
E nrollm ent num bers
are com puted after the
last chance stu d en ts have
to add or drop c la sse s.
After a w eek o f p rocess
ing, the registrar pro
vides his report. B ain
released th e fin al count
last Friday.
The numbers are impor
tant because they tell UM
how much revenue w ill be
generated by students,
Bain said. They are also
the basis for how much the
state will give the
University, he said.

UM by the Numbers
• T otal

enrollment:

13 ,0 5 8

• U ndergraduate students: 10 ,7 6 3
• Post-baccalaureate students: 6 52
• G raduate students: 1,3 9 2
• L aw students: 2 5 1
• In state students: 9 ,6 6 4
« O ut of state students: 3 ,3 9 4
• T ransfers

from

M ontana colleges: 5 0 4

• T ransfers

from

N on-M ontana C olleges: 672

TOP FIVE NON-RESIDENT STATES

TOP FTVE FOREIGN COUNTRIES

• W ashington - 4 6 3
• California - 2 8 5
• Idaho - 2 5 7
• O regon - 2 4 5
• I llinois - 2 10

. J apan - 9 5
• Canada - 3 0
. C hina - 19
. India - 10
. Taiwan - 10

• F reshmen - 28 %
• Sophomores - 1 9 %
• Juniors - 1 6 %
• Seniors - 19%
• G raduate, law , post- baccalaureate -1 8 %
Source: Office o f the Registrar, UM-Missoula

WTC analysis kept private for now
NEW YORK (AP)- The
most detailed analysis of how
and why the World Trade
Center collapsed could be for
ever kept from the public
because it was compiled as
part of an insurance lawsuit,
lawyers for victims’ families
say.
The experts who gathered
the information are forbidden
by confidential agreements
from discussing their findings,
except with federal investiga
tors, said Gerald McKelvey, a
spokesman for Larry
Silverstein, the leaseholder of
the trade center property
involved in the lawsuit.
Structural engineers and
victims’ families say they’re
concerned the confidential

material may be sealed or
destroyed if the lawsuit is set
tled before trial.
“This information should be
released now,” said Rep.
Anthony Weiner, D-New York.
“It should be released now in
honor of the memories of those
who lost their lives, and per
haps even more important,
that the legacy of their loss
should be that we improve the
way that we construct build
ings.”
However, McKelvey said
Monday that some of the
material was on its way to the
National Institute of
Standards and Technology,
which is also investigating the
collapse.
“The whole of the material

is being shared with NIST, so
it will not be lost,” McKelvey
said. He added, however, that
because the case is in court, it
is unclear if or when the data
will be made public.
The material contains docu
mentary evidence, including
maps of the debris piles, as well
as three-dimensional computer
ized images'of the fallen towers,
The New York Times reported
Monday. Rare photos and
videos have also been collected.
It is considered more
authoritative than an earlier
investigation conducted by the
Federal Emergency
Management Agency, which
suffered from too few
resources and a lack of access
to critical information.

Democrats use Bush
as political vehicle
HELENA (AP) -President
Bush applauds the senator’s
leadership, credits him with
helping pass the administra
tion’s tax cut and says he’s
one of those leaders “who put
their country ahead of their
parties.”
Such ringing praise from a
popular president could be the
stuff of campaign ads, and in
Montana it is — for Sen. Max
Baucus, a Democrat seeking
re-election to a fifth term in a
state with a decidedly
Republican tilt.
The strategy of emphasiz
ing ties to Republican Bush
and playing down his role as
Democratic Party standardbearer in Montana is simply
logical for Baucus, political
analysts say.
“He’s trying to convince
people he’s Republican,” said
Taylor, a state senator from
Proctor. “When he’s got the
amount of money he has, he
can convince people of any
thing.”
Baucus says he’s not trying
to camouflage his Democratic
bloodlines.
“I don’t focus on the labels,”
he says. “For me, Montana
comes first and partisan
labels are a distant second.”
With Bush’s approval rat
ings high — well over 60 per
cent nationally, over 80 per
cent in Montana — Baucus is
hardly the only Democrat try
ing to use the Republican
president to win votes in
November. In just two other
examples, during summer
campaigning:
In Georgia, Sen. Max
Cleland ran an ad promoting
his votes for Bush’s tax and
education plans — including
tape of Democrat Cleland
talking with Bush in the Oval
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Office. “Totally misleading,”
complained Republican Rep.
Saxby Chambliss, Cleland’s
November rival.
In South Carolina,
Democratic Gov. Jim Hodges
ran an ad featuring a teacher
who said she was a
Republican who voted for
Bush in 2000. She said she
couldn’t vote for Hodges’
Republican rival, former Rep.
Mark Sanford, because of his
votes in Congress — votes he
said the ad took out of con
text.
In Montana, the Baucus
campaign portrays him as a
political everyman. His ads
and campaign materials con
tain no hint of his
Democratic Party ties, and
the commercials paint the
president as one of his
biggest fans.
One ad says of Baucus, who
holds an influential position
as chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee: “He’s the
chairman who reached across
party lines to pass one of the
most important tax cuts in
history, working with
President Bush.” The spot fea
tures Bush praising the
“bipartisan leadership of
members like Max Baucus of
Montana.”
“Baucus is running a real
race,” said Craig Wilson, who
heads the political science
department at Montana State
University-Billings. “In the
back of their minds is the
reality that this state is more
Republican than it was 10
years ago.”
Six years ago, Baucus got a
scare when he won a fourth
term by a margin of less than
five points — 19,824 votes —
over then-Lt. Gov. Denny
Rehberg, who went on to
become Montana’s lone U.S.
House member.
“He’s running more from
the center, talking about his
support for the president,”
Wilson added. “Republicans
have trouble painting him as
an enemy in Congress.”
Jim Lopach, political sci
ence professor at the
University of Montana in
Missoula, said, “The political
geography has changed
underneath Baucus since he
last ran, and his election tac
tics have to change according
ly.”
Bush won Montana by 25
points two years ago, and polls
have shown that in general,
Montanans favor Republicans
over Democrats in legislative
races. The GOP has controlled
both the Legislature and gov
ernor’s office since 1995 — the
longest such domination by
either party in Montana histo
ry.
A poll for Lee Newspapers of
Montana conducted in late
September showed Baucus with
a comfortable lead of 54 percent
to 35 percent over Taylor, with 10
percent of the voters undecided.
The poll had a margin of error of
4 percentage points and was vir
tually unchanged from one con
ducted in December 2001.
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U.S.-German relations
worry George Bush
HELSINKI, Finland (AP)
- Former President George
Bush said Monday he fully
backs his son’s policies on
Iraq, but expressed concern
about a chill it produced in
U.S.-German relations.
He said remarks by for
mer German Justice
Minister Herta DaeublerGmelin comparing his son to
Hitler were “pretty tough.”
“As one who tried very
hard to facilitate the unifica
tion of Germany, and consid
ers him self a friend of
Germany, I was disappoint
ed by some of the com
ments,” Bush said.
However, the former pres
ident said he was optimistic
relations would be repaired.
Chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder, who just won a
tough re-election bid, was
deeply critical of the
younger Bush’s Iraq policy.
Schroeder said Germany
would not join in a U.S.-led
attack to oust the Iraqi
regime.
“Germany and the U.S.
are friends, and have got to
be friends, want to be
friends,” Bush told
reporters. “That’s one place
where there is difficulty
right now, but you work
your way out of those
things, and I think it will be
OK.”
Bush, who oversaw the
1991 Persian Gulf War,
accused Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein of “violat
ing all the rules of the
United Nations.”
“Here we know a leader is
now going forward trying to
build weapons of mass
destruction, possibly
nuclear, certainly toxic ... so

we can’t sit and do nothing
and debate about it,” Bush
said.
The former president said
the war on terrorism could
be lengthy.
“Nobody knows when it’s
over. It’s not going to be a
clean thing like the end of
World War II,” he said.
Bush, who arrived in
Finland Sunday, addressed a
newly formed FinnishAmerican Business Forum
and met members of the
Paasikivi Society, Finland’s
leading foreign policy forum.
He also dined at the U.S.
Embassy with President
Tarja Halonen, Prime
Minister Paavo Lipponen
and two former Finnish
presidents.
Bush visited Finland
twice as president, including
a 1990 summit in Helsinki
with former Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev. He also
traveled to the Nordic coun
try as vice president in
1983.
Bush later made a brief
stopover in Copenhagen,
Denmark, where he met
with Prime M inister Anders
Fogh Rasmussen.
Speaking of the U.S.-led
Gulf War that forced
Saddam’s army out of
Kuwait after its 1990 inva
sion, Bush said his adminis
tration “did what we were
supposed to do.”
“We ended the aggression.
That was the mission ... it
wasn’t to kill Saddam
Hussein,” he said. Critics of
the first Bush administra
tion say American forces
should have removed
Saddam from power at the
time.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
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Step by Step
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$100 CASH IN YOUR MAILBOX DAILY! Rush $2.00 for

designed to help students cope with this invisible dis

complete plan plus six other money-making formulas.

Lost your rhythm? Take hip-hop, belly dancing, guitar

ability. Call the Counseling and Psychological Service

COLFLESH - Box 218 St. Johnsbury Ctr., VT 05863000

and swing @ the Experiential College. Classes start in

at 243--4711.
ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER GROUP This group will

FOUND! Good health without starchy Western doc
tors. Take a class in Naturopathic medicine @ the

help students learn to manage ADD to optimize their
college experience.

Call

the Counseling and

..... " "HELP WANTED
.TUES.-THURS.-SAT. part time work available immedi
ately, will change next semester per your and our

Experiential College! Call 243-6187 for a schedule!

Psychological Service at 243-4711.

LOST. Orange Indian scarf with Sanskrit writing (red).

OVERCOMING SHYNESS 93% of all people experience

ULE.

Last seen in LA bldg, 3rd floor. 829-1524

some degree of shyness.

PACED, EXCITING environment.

FOUND: 9-29 keys, at PlayFair park.

3 keys and a

blue bottle opener. 360-1326

other student teammates' needs.

This group will cover

—

PERSONALS

Why w ait? Free, anonymous HIV Counseling' &
Testing...Call 243-2122
Part time students: Need health care? Curry Health

CHALLENGING.

Above average, COMPETITIVE PAY a BONUSES based

goal-setting.

Call

the

Counseling

and

reduce the risk of unwanted pregnancy if taken with
in 72 hours of unprotected intercourse. Call Curry
Health Center 24 hours/day at 243-2122
MAKE FAIR TRADE YOUR FIRST THOUGHT when you
have a gift to buy for yourself or someone else. The
Peace Center, nearby at 519 S. Higgins.

Extensive TRAINING

PROVIDED.

on your performance and contribution. Your ENTHU

We are a w om en's activist group looking for volun

locations in Eastgate Plaza and on South Reserve.

women. Meetings are held in UC 210 every Thursday

This seminar, led by a counselor and

tionship with food and their body.

Topics to be cov

ered include: thought patterns, nutrition, and body
image. Monday’s 4:30-6:00. Call the Counseling and

HOLIDAY SEASON (Thanksgiving to Xmas) temporary

night at 7:30pm. If you are interested please come or

positions available for hire now too, if you don’t want

call us at 243-4153

to start until then-com e learn about the opportunity.
TION (near Rosauer's) on TUES. 5-7pm, WED. 2-5pm,

FOOD FRIEND OR FOE This therapy group will investi
gate emotional vs. physical hunger, triggers for
Call the Counseling and Psychological

week program. Job placement. Flexible hours, get
certified. 406-728-TIPS (8477)

VOLUNTEER. We are looking for volunteers or work-

5th 9:00-12:00 at the Curry Health Center.

FREE!

study students to tutor. Call the Office for Civic

Call the Counseling and Psychological Service at 243-

Engagement @ 243-4442, or stop by Social Sciences

4711 to register

126

Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

~~~..
ROCK

FOR RENT

CREEK

CABINS

$22-$55/night.

251-6611

www.bigsky.net/fishing

INSTRUCTION
Elenita Brown Dance Studios. Professional Training,
All Styles. UM credit for Spanish and Flamenco. 7775956

PHYSICAL THERAPY STU
D E N T A S S O C IA T IO N

on campus • from hip hop to yoga to guitar. Call 243-

PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING $1.00/page.

Running Shoes, Biomechanics and Injury Prevention.
Wednesday, Oct. 2nd, 7:00pm, Skaggs 113

542-0837
Free private tutoring and writing instruction for UM

0058

coming and this seminar can help! Saturday October

Counseling and Psychological Service office at 243-

The Experiential College has fun & LOW COST classes
6187 for a schedule.

9am-midnight. Mon-Sun, midnight-6:30am. Call 549-

TAMING YOUR TEST ANXIETY SEMINAR! Midterms are

CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.

BE A BARTENDER Must be 18yrs+ Earn $15-30/hr. 1-2

Psychological Service at 243-4611.

SERVICES

Apply in person please at our 2120 S. RESERVE LOCA
THUR. 2-5pm, and SUN. 12-4pm

Shifts available are Tuesday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Call the Curry Health Center

Approximately

12 -1 5 hours per week. Requires car. Start at $7 per

Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.

hour. Call 258-2703

based shipping and business services company with

Work-study position available at children’s center.

feelings with others who have also experienced the

early mornings and some weekends.

phobia, relationships, family dynamics and the

Service at 243-4711.

death of a loved one.

Seeking quality, nurturing childcare for two toddlers

gay/lesbian/bisexual community. Call the Counseling

WHY WEIGHT?

COMPUTERS

8327

teers that would like to become more involved on and

self care.

caring setting where you can share your thoughts and

1987 Mitsubishi Starion 85,000 miles, runs good. $800
OBO. 728-8657 after 6pm

ment. Mon-Fri, 3-5:30pm, $6.50/hr. Call Robin 549-

around campus. We deal with important issues for all

overeating, body image, bingeing and/or purging and

You are invited to a supportive and

new tires, 93K, exc cond. $7000. 251-6967

School PROGRAM ASSISTANT. Great kids and environ

nized at THE SHIPPING DEPOT, a 15 yr. old Missoula

BEREAVEMENT GROUP: Led by Kerry Maier, MA, LPC.

overwhelming.

Sciences rm 126) or contact Amber at 243-4442
WORK STUDY STUDENTS ONLY Sussex School After

SIASM and TEAMWORK will be appreciated and recog

The death of a friend or family member, combined
with the responsibilities of college, can sometimes be

92 Ford F-150 XLT 4WD Flareside with topper. Loaded,

This sup

and Psychological Service at 243-4711

A U T O M O T IV E

looking for volunteers. Many opportunities are avail
able. Stop by the Office of Civic Engagement (Social

port group will explore the issues of sexuality, homo

GAY/LESBIAN/BISEXUAL SUPPORT GROUP

a dietician, is for women who wish a healthier rela
Condom broke? Oops? Emergency birth control can

Can be PHYSICALLY

and

Center Medical Clinic Fee-For-Service is there for
you! Call for an appointment, 243-2122

FLEXIBLE SCHED

THE FLAGSHIP mentoring/tutoring program K-12 is

Front-line retail customer service in a FAST

unhelpful thinking patterns, relaxation, assertiveness
Psychological Service at 243-4711.

C L A S S IF IR D S

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.uml.edu.
Student/Facul ty/Staff
Off Campus
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S j j per 5.word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
____________________ They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days._______ •

LEARNING DISABILITIES SUPPORT GROUP This group is

October! Call 243-6187 for a schedule!

Hornstein/Montana K a im in

Left to right, Leah Smith, Nikki Rossignol, Leah Samson and Amy Kelley rehearse a dance number Monday evening for
Sight Specific outside the UC. The dance, choreographed by Aviril Stevenson o f the dance department, will be per
formed along with others across campus Oct. 5 and 6 at 2 p.m.

students at The Writing Center, 211 Continuing
Education. Call 243-2266 or see www.umt.edu/writingcenter
Free Fly Fishing Lessons. Call Clark (707) 321-5177 or
thinklikeafishok@yahoo.com

4711

Email CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

Email DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org

